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Glossary 
 

WCMT – Winston Churchill Memorial Trust 

CSO – Civil Society Organisation 

NGO – Non-governmental Organisation 

UN – United Nations 

UN ECOSOC – United Nations Economic and Social Council 

UNCRC – United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child  

UNHRC/ HRC – United Nations Human Rights Council 

IO – International Organisation(s)  
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Executive Summary 
This research project is designed to investigate the role of civil society in the policy making process 

and the way that organisations can work to try and get a policy message heard.  

In Chapter 1 it begins by discussing what civil society is accepting the oad defi itio  as the set of 
(1) organisations that (2) seek political influence, yet (3) have no interest in gaining executive or 

legislati e po e  the sel es.  Be e s, et al.,  athe  tha  just i depe de t i di iduals a d go 
on to discuss the concept of the policy making cycle deciding that it is a general theoretical concept 

and to truly understand the process it is to understand that the process does not work as a cycle but 

more of multiple stages occurring at once. The concluding section of chapter one looks at the 

motivations for why civil society engage with decision makers and why decision makers engage with 

CSO with it being clear that it is because CSO is much closer to the people and tend to have a much 

greater knowledge hub on issues.  

In Chapter 2 the movement is to focus on the methods which organisations use to engage with 

decision makers whether this is nationally or internationally being that there is an important need to 

raise the public profile of a campaign for it to receive traction and interest by decision makers. This is 

then followed by the idea that all the organisations work should be based on research as this then 

can be evidence of success and the correct ways items work. 

In Chapter 3 the movement is to discuss the role specifically which young people play in the policy 

making process. It was quite clear throughout the research that there is no one decided way for 

youth engagement and every organisation carries out it works differently with a different level of 

success. Though what is important to note is that there was an overall agreed age that youth 

participation is higher than 18 and is more likely to reach the age of 25. What was sadly quite clear in 

this section was that the locations visited do not really allow for much further knowledge about the 

experience of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child has as while it is said to be 

important there is no examples of where it has directly affected their work of influenced further 

thinking.  

Finally, in Chapter 4 a specific movement is made to look at the challenges which civil society 

organisations face in carrying out their work nationally and internationally. This has a specific notice 

that on the international scene there are serious issues of the over politicisation of civil society space 

which has led to states restricting organisations access to IOs. When the movement is made to 

national based organisation and movement other forms of challenges appear such as funding cuts 

and an increase level of authoritarian rule which has led to a level of distrust in the work of 

organisations.  

This report has come to a position where there are still many more questions to be answered which 

a large amount of this is due to the difficulty in measuring impact of their lo i g  ut also e ause 
institutions are still closed on the way that they work and around civil society questions.  
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Recommendations  

• Fo  a k o ledge hu  to e eated to support, share and publish, all organisation size, 

research for it to gain further traction.  

• For enhancements to be made of CSO using innovative technology (such as VR) to promote 

their agenda and to gain wider interest in the topic. 

• For the UK Government to consider and investigate ways of increasing the level of citizen 

and youth voices in its work with International Organisations. (e.g. through full commitment 

to the Youth Delegate Programme)  

• For the Government to investigate ways that Civil Servants can be utilised to support youth 

understanding and engagement in the policy process. 

• For institutions to provide information about their working practices in an open 

environment so that organisations are of the best ways to engage with those bodies.  
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Introduction to the Project  

 

Background 

While there are the international pressures on civil society participation which will be discussed later 

in this report, the main background about this research project is on the national basis of work 

within in the United Kingdom and the authors personal experience of working with policy makers.  

The first reason for why this research project was initiated as due to the funding removal and the 

subsequent closure of Funky Dragon, the former Children and Young People Assembly for Wales. 

(BBC, 2014) The closure of Funky Dragon left Wales as the only country in Europe without an 

independent national youth voice platform. The position supporting the need for a youth assembly 

or a Youth Parliament for Wales have been discussed within the sector in Wales which included 

support by organisations such as the Electoral Reform Society which called for a Youth Assembly for 

Wales which is also accountable to the National Assembly for Wales to maintain its independence. 

(2015: 33). Furthermore, the need for a national body was identified to be a positive nature for 

Wales as With the Do aldso  e ie  e phasisi g the ole of itize ship i  edu atio , it is pe e se 
that there is not a national elected Youth Assembly that joins up to participatory initiatives at the 

lo al le el to likel  de elop e ts i  edu atio .  ERS, :  While a  o ga isatio s suppo ted 
the call for it there was also the recommendation from the United Nations Committee on the Rights 

of the Child hi h alled fo  the UK Go e e t to c) Expedite the establishment of youth 

pa lia e ts i  all de ol ed ad i ist atio s a d te ito ies as pe a e t fo u s fo  hild e s 
effe ti e e gage e t ith atio al legislati e p o esses o  issues that affe t the .  U ited 
Nations CRC, 2016: 7) This shows that there was the need to establish further understanding of 

national youth platforms from around the world.  

As discussed earlier, due to the changing nature of domestic politics and the implications which this 

has on international politics there is an ever-closing Civil Society space and the participation of them 

in International Organisations (IO) so there is the need to be able find out about the challenges and 

ways of UK organisations best being able to work with IOs so that UK CSOs can best promote their 

issues to international decision makers.  

 

Purpose and Objectives 

The main purpose of this research project and this corresponding report is to understand and gain 

shared learning from other organisations and governments to be able to provide a few 

recommendations to United Kingdom based organisations so that there is the shared learning and 

methods of participation can be shown as being effective internationally. This would allow these 

methods to then be implemented in the UK with evidence backing the suggestion up. 

The objectives which this research project have are: 

1. Identify and Understand the challenges which each of these organisations or bodies face 

when planning and delivering the work which they do 

2. Identify and Understand the exact role which young people have in the policy engagement 

cycle in these bodies. 

3. Identify and Understand the motivation of CSOs (specifically involving young people) are 

involved in the policy engagement process  
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4. Identify best practice models of engagements under different circumstances such as budget 

constraints, distance covered, etc. 

5. Understand the impact that the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child has on 

these bodies and the importance of using them in their work especially article 12 which is 

regarding children and young people having a voice on things which affect them.    

Methodology 

The methodology that was used in this research project was that of semi-structured interviews 

which were carried out with a range of stakeholders including politicians, state representatives, 

government departments, civil society groups, International Organisations and Youth Organisations.  

The reason why semi-structured interviews were chosen as the method for this research project was 

that the  allo  se e al ke  points which help to define the areas to be explored but also gave the 

a ilit  to e plo e a  idea o  espo se i  o e detail.  Gill, et al.,  Fu the o e, the easo  h  
semi-structured were chosen rather that structured interviews were due to the need to be flexible 

as the participants may of thought there was some information which had a larger importance than 

was previously thought in the preparation of the interview. Most of the interviews conducted were 

carried out as one to one interviews which meant that there was less possibility of influence on 

answers even though this as not necessarily needed as the research was around collecting best 

practice and all ideas. 

In June and July 2017, Jack travelled to the United States of America where he visited Washington 

DC and New York City and then to Canada where he visited Toronto and Ottawa, with each city 

providing its own reasoning for the visit. In total Jack travelled over 9,500 miles. During his time 

travelling, Jack wrote a blog which is available to read at www.jackagillum.wordpress.com  

Washington DC was chosen as a location to carry out research was that it allowed to get an 

understanding of how CSO manage to engage with a federal system as this creates different 

challenges to participation. Additionally, Washington DC allowed access to other International 

Organisations (IO) such as the World Bank which carries out different activities and has different 

aims to other IOs so it allowed for a full understanding of different IOs.  

New York City was chosen as a location to visit on the research trip was that the Headquarters of the 

United Nations is based in New York including many member states Permanent Missions. This was 

significant to the research project as there was a need to investigate civil society and youth 

participation at all levels of governance. This was also particularly important as NYC is the location of 

the main UN NGO Committee so to get a full understanding of the international work NYC was 

visited. It is also important to note that some effort was made to engage with states which may not 

be fully supportive of a strong civil society, however with many it was not possible or the invitation 

was not accepted. Due to the USA s politi al de olutio  of ha i g Ma o s offi es it allo ed to see 
the different implications of politics within decision making and routes to access. With New York City 

having a much larger population than that of Wales it allowed to see how such a large city manage 

to focus on youth engagement activities with a diverse population.    

A general purpose for choosing Canada was due to the international reputation afforded to Canada 

for their work on Youth Participation and International Advocacy. Toronto is for the first real in 

depth look at the role of young people as this part of the trip involved exploration and meetings with 

a range of youth organisations and their participation mechanisms. This allowed to gain a true 

understanding of the way that different models can be used to involve young people. 

http://www.jackagillum.wordpress.com/
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Finally, Ottawa was chosen as a location to visit on the research trip was to look at the national basis 

of CSO engagement with the Canadian Government and the Canadian Parliament as Canada has a 

very similar political structure as the United Kingdom. Based on the Canadian reputation for youth 

participation, Ottawa was chosen as this is the centre of the Canadian Government Participation 

movements and Open Government work so by visiting it allowed to get the best understanding of 

their work.  

 

Report Overview  

 

As this report has covered several different topics all of which do not flow directly in to one another, 

this report should be read as individual chapters and as sections as to what is of interest to the 

reader. However, chapter 1 will provide the main aspects of discussing civil society position so is 

useful reading.  

This report will be looking at the civil society prospective and way of working on a local, national, 

regional and international basis working with a range of policy makers. There will also be a specific 

focus on the role of young people and the way that their voice is listened to by decision makers on 

areas which affect their life. Each chapter will be supported throughout by a number of case studies 

to show where there is real world action of the examples used. The chapters will be focusing on: 

1. What civil society is and the motivation behind organisations to engage with policy makers 

and for policy makers to engage with them. This will both engage with ideas of campaign 

groups but also organisations which are involved with promoting youth voice. 

2. The methods which civil society groups can use to engage with policy makers. This will 

specifically focus on broad civil society groups rather than specific ways in which young 

people engage as while there will be some cross over, the projects which were visited also 

provides their own examples of working in different and democratic ways.  

3. Understanding the role of Young People in the policy making process and the methods 

which are used to engage with young people in order for them to have their voice heard. 

Within this chapter there will be discussion about how important the UNCRC is for these 

organisations work and more on the general perception of the UNCRC in those countries.  

4. Understanding the challenges which civil society organisations face in engaging with policy 

makers and institutions. By looking at the challenges which organisations face it allows for 

some discussion around how organisations can innovate and long-term plan in order to 

continue their work. 
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Chapter 1: What is a Civil Society Organisation and what is the 

motivation to engage with them in the Policy making process?  
 

Introduction  

This chapter introduces some of the key terminology and aspects of this research project. It will 

begin by exploring the concept of a Civil Society Organisation and how this is interchanged between 

different literature and with different organisations. Then this chapter will explore the policy making 

process to make sure that there is a full understanding about what is involved in the process so that 

a greater understanding is had when discussing the potential methods of engagement but then also 

why there is such a broad range of challenges which these organisations face when they are 

engaging with national, regional or international bodies. The concluding section of this chapter will 

then focus on one of the main aims of this report being the motivation for engagement as there is 

sometimes the question which is presented is regarding the motives to engaging organisations and a 

specific subset of them of those involving young people in the policy making process.   

What is a Civil Society Organisation? 

Within the civil society literature there is a large amount of discussion in regard to what a civil 

society organisation is and when the term should be used. Within this report the term civil society 

o ga isatio  ill e used i te ha gea l  ith te s su h as o -state a to , i te est g oup  a d 
o -go e e tal o ga isatio s . 

However, within the academic literature on this topic it is interesting to unde sta d ho  ost 
s hola s use the o ept i il so iet  o ga isatio  as a a  to e phasise the positi e o t i utio  
that these non-state a to s ha e o  the fu tio i g of I te atio al O ga isatio s su h as the WTO.  
(Hanegraaff, et al., 2011) This is a positi e thi g to ote i  this epo ts dis ussio  as it should sho s 
that the motivation of organisations to engage with these actors is generally as previous behaviour 

has been positive.    

There are a number of definitions used in academic literature to describe civil society organisations 

ith the ost o o  ei g the a e a i  hi h people o e togethe  to pu sue the i te ests the  
hold in common – not for profit or political power, but because they care about something enough 

to take collective actio .  Ed a ds,  o  ith a slight adaptio  the o ki g defi itio  hi h 
CIVICUS use to des i e CSO is the a e a, outside of the fa il , the state, a d the a ket, hi h is 
created by individual and collective actions, organisations and institutions to advance shared 

i te ests.  ;  ith a  additio  ei g that that itize  a tio  should e olu ta , athe  
tha  th ough o pulsio .  CIVICUS, ;  

What these defi itio s a e sho i g the u de sta di g of is that the  a e the set of  
organisations that (2) seek political influence, yet (3) have no interest in gaining executive or 

legislati e po e  the sel es.  Be e s, et al.,  Fo  the u de sta di g of usi g the te  Ci il 
Society Organisation that definition and factors is what will be used.  

Finally, it is important to define the part of civil society work which will be focused on in this report 

as CS has ee  oted to a  out a a ge of tasks f o  ediati g, a it ati g, ad o ati g, t ai i g, 
witness, supporter, counsellor and the apist  Le e ,  This asi all  oils do  to the idea that 
i il so iet  fo us o  ad o a , poli  o  a  out o k su h as the  a  e o t a ted   IOs i  

order to do the work. This report will be focusing on the policy or advocacy work which CSO engage 

with.   
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Policy Making Process 

While now there is an understanding of the term civil society and how it will be used 

interchangeably throughout this report it is also important to also understand what is meant in this 

report as the policy making process. When there is discussion about the policy making process, there 

is a discussion of the differences between the theory of the policy making process and comparing 

this to the real-world scenario of engagement. This has been supported through further research as 

Most a ade i s ag ee ith this judg e t, a d i   the Ca i et Offi e also e pli itl  eje ted 
the use of policy cycles, on the basis that practitioners did not feel they accurately reflected the 

ealities of poli  aki g.  Halls o th, et al., 2011)  

However, the theoretical model of the policy making cycle proposes that there are four main stages 

to the process. The theory states that they are agenda building, formulation and adoption, 

implementation and evaluation and termination. (Chapman, et al., 2016) With a standardise diagram 

of the process being as follows.  

 

Figure 1. OECD Governance and Policy making process (Chapman, et al., 2016; 9) 

While it is important to understand the theoretical process which some organisations still prescribe 

to, it is more important to understand the realistic approach to the policy making process and the 

key aspects to engage with as this is how organisations can and do engage. 

In research conducted by the Institute for Government they identify four main problems which 

affect the policy making process which must be thought about when organisations engage with 

policy makers. They are the process of policy making, qualities in relation to what policy makers are 

looking to get out of new policies, structures of access and engagement and the politics of the policy 

making process. (Hallsworth, et al., 2011; 30) There has already been a number of attempts to edit 

or to present the way which decision makers carry out the policy process over the last decade and a 

half, but there has still been no clear new method of working as the process is continuously flexible.  

This is showing while the theoretical model of the policy making process is still useful in 

understanding the different stages which occur but it has to be understood that the other factors 
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are still at play. It also needs to be noted that the process does not stand still and outside shocks 

influence drastically the speed and direction.  

Motivation 

This section of the chapter is used to discuss the motivations for both CSO and policy makers to 

engage with each other in the policy making process. The reason why this report has taken an 

interest in the motivation of these groups is that there is a number of challenges presented by 

member states of mainly international organisations but then also at local level that by engaging 

with other parties it makes the process of legislation or decision making much slower, so why is 

there a decision to engage. As this research looked at aspects relating to engagement at local and 

international level this will be split. 

From the research, there is two key factors which motivate organisations to engage with policy 

makers at the local level. The first instance which is a motivation factor is the organisation fighting 

for funding in order to be able to continue their organisation work. This is a true motivation in the 

u e t situatio  he e go e e t fu di g is d i g up  a d o ga isatio s a e o peti g fo  the 
same funding pot. The second motivation towards CSO engaging with policy makers is the 

organisation wish to change or keep a certain piece of legislation or policy in place as it is relevant to 

their organisation if this is in relation to healthcare or support for youth facilities.  

But what is more important for CSO in the reasons why decision makers engage with those 

organisations as this will allow possible routes of access. There are a number of reasons why 

national decision makers are motivated to engaging with civil society first of all when the campaign 

of the group has some form of personal connection with the decision maker or representative. A key 

place where this is having been noted of being useful is within armed forces organisations contacting 

former armed forces personal who have become the decision makers as they are aware of the 

situation which is being campaigned for. The second most important motivation for any decision 

ake  hi h is i flue ed  ele tio s a d ote s is ha i g a state e t i  app oa h  o  a  app oa h 
which shows the decision maker the feeling of their voters and if it is a favourable position as 

politicians are concerned about re-elected. This means that organisations which are working to 

influence national decision makers need to carry out important public consultation in order to have 

evidence of support for their position where there could be a disagreement to the new policy or 

where the need for the new policy has not been established.  

Now moving away from the individual decision maker to the institution motivation to engaging with 

CSO which first of all is on the basis of the political situation of the country or area. This is presenting 

the point that there are previous actions which have occurred which for decision makers to feel they 

can be solved they need to engage with those that have been affected. Two examples of this is first 

of all gun violence which will be discussed below and also in Canada the history of the government 

relations with the indigenous population and the need to reform this.  

The final but least important motivation for national decision makers to engage with these 

organisations is that it allows them to have a form of international recognition from IOs and the 

other states as they are showing that they are engaging with non-state actors and are listening to 

the ie s of othe s. This the  allo s that state to e a le to use this as a i flue e  o  the 
international stage when they are discussing with states which may be less than willing to engage 

with non-state actors.   

When having the opportunity to discuss youth engagement at the national level there was in general 

a historic purpose for the push or increase in participation mechanisms. A specific example of where 
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the historic situation has led to a push for increase youth participation is within Toronto where as a 

solution to the increased gun violence it was important to involve more young people in developing 

strategies and methods. This was noted by Glen Harkness, the executive director of the Boys and 

Gi ls Clu  of Ha ilto  ho o e ted If the e s o e gage e t f o  outh, the  the  o t e 
i ested i  this p o ess. The  eed to e i ol ed f o  the egi i g.  Ca te ,  A othe  
reason why there could have been an increase in youth engagement is that it provides a different 

platform and a different way in conducting political education is through involving them directly with 

the engagement process. However, there was also a view from some that by engaging with young 

people at a national level was due to a political motive of the administration whether that is due to 

the administration really wanting a youth voice in their administration or if it was used more as a 

political tool to be able to use against any opposition as a success of the government.  

Now internationally and CSO decision to engage with International Organisations or groups, these 

decisions tend to be much less about access to finance even though there is sometimes that 

possibility. However, there are two main motivations which first of all is getting the issue which they 

are pushing for heard and being bought on to the international scene as being important to solve, 

while the issue may already be on the international scene, CSOs still engage in order to show that 

they can provide valuable information and expertise to the international community. The next 

motivation for engagement with decision makers is that it allows the organisation to have some level 

of international recognition for their campaign and idea if they receive some attention for it. This is 

as much about a publicity aspect for the organisations as it is in pushing ideas forward. 

While there is the motivation for organisations to engage where there is normally a greater 

motivation is for IOs to engage with CSOs. A key point where there is a recurring point both 

th oughout a ade i  lite atu e a d ith stakeholde s is the idea that e gagi g is a  i te atio al 
o  a d CSO a e pa t of the life lood of these o ga isatio s  hi h sho s ho  it is o  sta da d 

practice and is unknown for IOs not to be engaging it just depends on the level of access or 

engagement is given to them.  

Furthermore, what was a reoccurring aspect for engagement was the organisation driving for 

increased accountability and increased transparency internationally. An aspect of where this has 

been key is IOs presenting an image which is further than a closed-door member state only 

organisation. There was also a further reoccurring theme with the belief that by having further 

engagement with civil society they can strengthen and maintain the openness and inclusion of 

international organisations  

As well as the reoccurring theme of accountability and transparency there was the comment that 

these o ga isatio s a e k o ledge hu s  a d a e lose  to the g ou d  so a  p o ide a oi e o  
information to the IOs about the effects of their work on the ground so they are aware if their work 

is being successful to its aim. This includes being able to provide analysis of the affects which can be 

carried out through closer to the ground non-intrusive and non-western style evaluation of work.    

The final motivation of international organisations engaging with CSOs is on the basis of the role of 

small CSOs/ NGOs can have on their work as they have a specific expertise or skills which they can 

provide. They key skills and expertise which act as the motivator when dealing with IOs are; 

• South based NGOs help solve the Gender Issues which are presented 

• They know the landscape where the work is being carried out 

• They can act as a 3rd party monitoring system 

• They know the correct culture and behaviour  
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• They know how to gain leverage at the local level 

• They can do more than governments can in regards to getting the message out to their local 

communities. 

When specifically discussing the motivation for engagement with young people at the international 

le el, a o e t as aised a u e  of ti es that outh e gage e t should t e o e a lip 
se i e  hi h del ed i  to ea i g that de isio  ake s should ot just e gage ith ou g people 
because they think it is the right thing to do without a truly engaging and allowing young people 

some voice. However, this was overcome when discussing why some programmes succeed as some 

i te atio al a to s ie  it as a alue added effe t  so  o e ou g people ei g i ol ed i  the 

processes of these international organisations it means that more people are educated so can 

engage much more fully.  

 

Conclusion 

Overall this chapter has presented an introduction to the key ideas which make up an important 

aspect of this report and provides the general understanding of key concepts discussed in the rest of 

this report. There is a number of key factors which have been raised throughout this chapter which 

includes the different reasons why organisations may engage with civil society and the need for civil 

society to identify the best possible way of engagement.  

However, there is also the need for decision makers and policy makers to engage constructively with 

civil society and to decide why they are engaging especially in circumstances involving young people 

if it is a e a e  situatio  e sus a ha e to  situatio , ith of ou se the a tuall  a i g e gage e t 
being the est oti atio  to e gage. Ci il So iet  o ga isatio s ha e so u h to offe  de isio  
makers through expertise and local contacts which is why there should be the continuous 

engagement.  
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Case Study 1: World Bank Group 
 

Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) have emerged as a major force in international development in 

the past 30 years. The World Bank Group has been working to strengthen its engagement with 

civil society since 1981, when its first operational policy note on relations with CSOs was 

app o ed  the Wo ld Ba k s Boa d of Di e to s. There are over 120 professionals in the Ba k s 
Washington, DC Headquarters, and in over 100 country offices, that act as Civil Society Focal 

Points responsible for engaging CSOs from the local to the global levels. There is also the Global 

Ci il So iet  Tea  lo ated i  the Ba k s E te al a d Corporate Relations Department that 

coordinates the overall engagement and relationship management with CSOs.  

The World Bank Group interact with Civil Society Organisations through various information 

sharing, policy dialogue, strategy consultation and in operations. CSOs help to give a voice to 

those affected by projects so that their views are factored into policies and programs. They 

promote accountability, bring innovative solutions to the table and strengthen development 

programs through their expertise, access to local knowledge and assistance.  

 

Ci il So iet  has a u e  of a s ith e gagi g ith the Wo ld Ba k G oup s o k hi h they 

promote through five stages. The five stages which are information access and dissemination 

which is self-explanatory. The second stage is policy dialogue to allow both sides to be better 

informed which they do mainly do through their roundtables and their annual and spring 

meetings. Their third stage is consultation which is when they consult civil society actors. Then 

there is collaboration which is short term work together and finally there is partnership which is 

more long term working together. As of their last report, most WBG civil society relations have 

been concentrated at the first three levels of the engagement continuum.  The WBG are clear 

that with each level of engagement, the nature of the interactivity, the level of decision making 

and the expected outputs increase. As involvement increases, so does influence.  

 

The WBG showed quite clearly their commitment to civil society participation through the range 

of engagement methods which they use but also the level of transparency which they give to 

their activities.  

 

Find out more: www.worldbank.org/en/about/partners/civil-society  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/about/partners/civil-society
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Case Study 2: The Student Commission 
 

The Students Commission was founded in 1991 with a mission to help young people put their 

ideas for improving themselves, their communities and their world into action. In the year 2000, 

The Students Commission became the lead of The Centre of Excellence for Youth Engagement, 

which networks academics, youth organizations and young people together to provide research 

and training to improve youth programs and youth engagement in Canada. An independent, 

charitable, non-governmental organization, The Students Commission is active across Canada, 

supporting young people to participate in the activities of local, provincial, national and 

international organizations and governments. The Students Commission operates on four pillars: 

Respect, Listen, Understand and Communicate. These are our core values and our core process. 

The Students Commission: 

• holds conferences for youth, and for adults who work with youth, to learn skills, share 

information and address barriers. 

• supports young people to develop projects to assist people in their communities. 

• delivers workshops in schools, community organizations, and at our offices. 

• trains young people in office skills, research and evaluation, facilitation, desk-top 

publishing, web design and video production. 

• develops programs with youth in the areas of substance abuse, violence prevention, 

mental health, stress management, and tobacco prevention. 

• engages youth in discussion groups, consultations and youth advisories to amplify the 

ideas of young people. 

• conducts research and evaluation on meaningful youth engagement, communicates 

results, and develops policies and guidelines. 

• develops and distributes tools and resources for youth and adults who work with 

youth. 

 

This organisation uses a variety of methods to best engage with young people and carry out their 

project work. But they are not just a youth facilitation organisation, they also have diversification 

through the fact that they carry out evaluation work for other projects. 

 

Find out more: www.studentscommission.ca  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.studentscommission.ca/
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Chapter 2: Engagement: What is the best way to get your issue heard?  
 

Introduction 

This chapter will explore the main examples of good practice for the best methods for civil society 

organisations to engage with national and international decision makers but this chapter will also 

begin to engage with ways how decision makers can make engagement easier with CSOs. One of the 

ost suppo ti g aspe ts hi h as sho  f o  the esea h as that the futu e is ope , ou do t 
ho o  hat the e is goi g to e  hi h sho s that this field is o ti uousl  e ol i g a d e  

methods of engagement is continuously evolving. To begin with this will focus on general concepts 

of engagement which can be used as methods of engagement across different types of organisations 

and cannot be truly narrowed down into being either national or international. This chapter will then 

move to looking at specific methods of engagement at a national level. This will have a specific look 

at evidence building and creating the remote conversation with decision makers and supporters. The 

next part of this chapter will then look at engagement at the international level with a specific focus 

on the United Nations and the World Bank Group including discussion how CSOs can work together 

in order to develop strategic relationships in order to move an agenda forward. The final aspect of 

this report will look more specifically at one form of international engagement through the ECOSOC 

NGO Committee and what the accreditation of that committee can offer but more importantly some 

of the suggested best ways of engaging with it. 

 

General 

There is a view by some of those engaged that there is still a long term need to institutionalise 

efforts of civil society engagement through there being a push to work with more government 

ministries and for the parliamentary system to open up. This will not be possible just through a one 

side campaign for access but there needs to be further movement for government departments to 

look at the way that they work with civil society but more importantly the information which is there 

for civil society to engage. But it is also important for CSO need to make sure that they avoid 

tokenistic positions which they are offered by decision makes as by accepting them it could show 

that there is no need for the more in-depth engagement. It is important in this day and age of having 

free societies which support civil society that when decision makers truly want to engage they offer 

a meaningful position. Civil society need to make sure that they stay alert and informed about 

developments in their sector for a wide range of reasons.  

Furthermore, there are some which commented that there are multiple points of entry to decision 

makers but the aspect which is important when working with decision makers is that it is important 

to toe the li e  i  ega ds to the way of working but then also CSO need to hold the line on basic 

ideas and principles so not to be taken advantage of by decision makers and not to receive the 

access which civil society deserves. Many actors have stated that there is a need for organisations to 

promote their selves as being a creditable actor in the system due to the nature that for 

organisations to be taken seriously by decision makers they have to act as serious actors especially 

when working in the international sphere.  

The first aspect of this chapter is methods of engagement which can be used across institutions and 

are not overly specific to one institution or another. There are a number of different methods which 

will be presented some of which are simple techniques others might require investment of time or 

capital in large amounts. To begin with a simple method for raising knowledge of the organisations 
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agenda is by boosting the publicity of it. This can be carried out in a number of ways such as by 

writing to the press, publicity poste  a paig s to eati g the e ote o e satio  ith the pu li  
and decision makers through social media. The reason why increasing public awareness is an 

important aspect of engaging with policy makers is if it is noticed that a large amount of the 

population support a particular agenda then they may be more likely to listen especially elected 

members as there is the aspect regarding election odds. Building public awareness is also key as it 

allows for there to be greater number of supporters to push the agenda further and to show support 

as a mass rather than a few raising it. An important aspect of this is gaining support from the media 

to communicate your issue as they have a large reach to be able to communicate your issue in an 

effective manner. While not every campaign or agenda is able to gain the media attention it is 

important to make them relevant to the headlines of the day.  

While there is as much a publicity aspect to raising an agenda item, it can also be raised and taken 

notice of in some institutions by writing to the formal decision maker or organisation to raise the 

issue. This method is a very simple method but at times when decision makers may be trying to get 

the support of others they may be likely to listen. While this may not be very effective if the decision 

maker does not listen, or pay attention to what you have raised, at least the agenda item has been 

raised for future. 

Going from the relatively simple aspect of letter writing, CSOs can use new and creative ways such as 

the use of Vi tual Realit  to aise thei  age da i  the pu li  spa e a d ith de isio  ake s. B  
using these innovative technologies, it allo s CSO to get the audie e up-close-and-personal with 

your mission, experience the impact of its work, bring exposure to the organisations work and 

positio  the o ga isatio  as a thought leade .  Bjo a ,  These a ge of oppo tu ities allo  
organisations to develop new and innovative ways of bringing what can be complex information into 

a participative method of engagement. Although this method may not work for every organisation it 

does show how organisations do not need to stick with standard methods to make a difference.  

But not everything is about the public promotion of an agenda as some agendas can be as effective 

o ki g ehi d the s e es  ith de isio  ake s if the e is e gage e t al ead  o  a ess a  e 
gained. With that aspect, it is always suggested that to gain a level of influence on decision makers is 

by working with their civil servants and department advisors as they have direct access to the 

decision maker and are more likely to be leading on the policy development.  

Once access is gained by an organisation, one way to get their discontent heard or new position 

taken notice of is by boycotting formal process, whether this is in relation to an international 

conference on a subject or a national visit where representatives are invited. By engaging in some 

processes on mass, organisations have the ability to be heard as decision makers may be concerned 

over the public image situation it could create or how comments could be suggested about the 

legitimacy of talks without having the third sector voice involved. This method is only likely to be 

successful where civil society has organised on mass to raise their discontent and if it did not occur 

very often as it would mean that the lack of CSOs would be noticed.  

When dealing with decision makers that are opposed to your organisations agenda it is important to 

make sure that as an organisation you understand their issues with it for you to try and adapt your 

advocacy campaign to make it answer their important questions or to fit their timeframe as the 

policy process can move quickly. Especially when there is opposition to a campaign it is then 

important to find and build on common ground which the organisation has with the decision maker 

as this means that they are more likely to listen to ideas and concerns which organisations raise. 
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With a key method of getting attention from decision makers it is important to present that the 

o ga isatio  is k o ledgea le o  thei  a ea. Mulga  otes that oth go e e t a d so iet  a e 
better info ed a d o e i te ested i  k o ledge a d e ide e tha  e e  efo e.   Whi h 
shows for decision makers to take an agenda or idea seriously they need to make sure that it is 

backed up with relevant research and evidence so they could see the idea working elsewhere before 

implementation in the UK. By having a wide range of knowledge, it was noted that it allows CSO to 

a t as a C isis Ce t e  fo  go e e ts a d de isio  ake s so that the  k o  the  a  el  o  
them in relation an area and can be beneficial when evidence or knowledge is needed quickly. 

However, in a Commission on the Social Sciences Report (2003) NGOs have received a deep criticism 

of the a  that the  p ese t thei  data as go e e t i iste s a d i il se a ts e e s athi g 
about some of the [research] work they receive. This is claimed all too often to speak naively of 

policy issues, demonstrate little or no awareness of current policy, is over-technical and sometimes 

eed d asti  editi g to ake it eada le to ke  pla e s.  i  Ma well, 2003; 53) What this shows is 

that CSO eed to e s a te  a out the a  hi h the  o u i ate ith ke  de isio  ake s  
talki g the talk  as this ill ea  the  ill e o e idel  a epted.  

The final method that CSOs can use to engage with policy makers is the idea of multiple 

organisations working together to build coalitions which allow for a large group of organisations to 

work collectively to push for a similar agenda. This specifically is beneficial as when there are more 

organisations involved, organisations can push  on multiple routes to decision makers. Furthermore, 

it is important that these organisations prioritise their agenda and make sure that they are meeting 

their organisations goal, this then also includes making sure that the organisation follow up 

accordingly with their campaigns as it shows that they really care about their work. While coalitions 

help, it does t ea  that i di idual o ga isatio s should e plo e thei  o  i di idual a paig s as 
there are several benefits specifically it helps to provide visibility and legitimacy to an organisation to 

decision makers.  

 

National 

Next, this chapter is looking at the potential methods of engagement for organisations when 

working to influence policy at a national level. The first aspect which was raised a number of times 

du i g the esea h as that o ga isatio s should t  to i flue e at the atio al le el the ost as 
ou do t al a s a t to e a CSO hi h is o sta tl  e gagi g agai st the go e e t  hi h is 

important as an o ga isatio  is u likel  to e a le to get u h t a tio  if the  a e o sta tl  
opposi g thei  ho e go e e t espe iall  i  este  f ee  states as a  othe  states ould ot 
engage with organisations if the home states feel that they are legitimate. This is specifically 

important when looking at the UN appeals process which is discussed further on in this chapter. It is 

not only that organisations should work with the national government but it is also beneficial to 

work at more local levels as the local level is closer to true citizen impact where it can be shown that 

there is support for or that the activity works.  

There are several ways which organisations can engage with decision makers on the national level 

which includes providing simple to understanding briefing materials for representatives for speeches 

in the chamber when they are having a debate on your issue. This is then supported by organisations 

providing evidence and getting involved in relevant committee hearings when they call for evidence 

in investigations. This helps to raise the profile of the organisation and it helps to show that the 

organisation is knowledgeable on their topic. Despite the fact several CSOs do already provide 

briefing materials or evidence to committees there is still the opportunity for it to go further by 
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more organisations being involved but more importantly CSOs need to make sure that what they 

provide is easy to understand and decision makers need to make sure that as many organisations or 

citizens are aware of opportunities for engagement. 

Over this research a comment which was noted multiple times was the need for parliamentarians to 

do more to engage directly with CSO and to promote their voices through all institutional avenues. 

This is not something which can be achieved by CSOs it is something which parliamentarians across 

the world need to identify the best possible ways to engage and to make them occur.  

International 

The final aspect of this chapter is that of possible ways for CSOs to engage with the international 

community and to have their agenda heard by important actors. When discussing civil society role 

within international bodies it is always important to remember that there are not just the actors of 

the state and the civil society organisation but there is also the IO Secretariat which many of these 

have. Through the research, it was clearly identifiable how this relationship can go under strain very 

often. It ould e suggested that the se eta iat is et ee  a o k a d a ha d pla e  u h of the 
time as many secretariats have desires to be fully open however there are also demands which may 

restrict space by the member states. Even though that may be a perceived view of the situation 

much of the research also showed a variety of strains on this relationship, which provided an insight 

into the true challenges of engagement with an international organisation which is discussed further 

in the report.   

However, this research proposed several important methods for the ways that organisations should 

engage with decision makers. The first point of this is that organisations especially at the 

international level need to promote their selves as being a credible and trustworthy organisation 

espe iall  he  the topi  hi h the o ga isatio  is p o oti g is o e of a se siti e  atu e. B  the 
te  se siti e  this is used to des i e a topi  hi h does ot ha e o se sus a oss the 
international community or more specifically where some member states feel like that they could be 

targeted this is especially in cases relating to Human Rights, Women or the rule of law.  

To begin with a key aspect of CSO knowledge to engage with International Organisations is that CSO 

need to learn the correct diplomatic skills to promote and organise their campaigns with member 

states as they would be using the same protocol as they are but then it also helps them to better 

understand the process as it is important to remember that these organisations are designed to be 

state to state deliberations so many states still treat it as such. 

As not every event or situation is available to CSOs there are also other opportunities for them to 

e gage th ough a ti ities su h as o ido  lo i g  at the International Organisation as it allows 

them access to the key decision makers without necessarily needing to be in the deliberations. While 

direct participation is minimalised this still provides an opportunity for CSOs to have their viewpoints 

heard by states and potentially included if states are supportive.  

Whe  dis ussi g CSO e gage e t ith IO a to s that as a e u i g the e that CSO eed to Be 
Savvy  at i te atio al e e ts a d use the  to ou  ad a tage  a agi g to p o ote the CSO 
agenda and by taking ownership of these events. By taking ownership of events, it means that CSO 

should use every opportunity to push forward their agenda and viewpoint on how to make the 

world better. This can be done in several ways by first developing a relationship with several 

member states that will really champion your issue so that they can help to run side events at these 

events. But these events can be used to pressure individual states to make aa change in a policy but 
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i gi g the i te atio al o u it s atte tio  to hat s happe i g at i di idual le el a d 
because of this they may change their policies.  

However, it is important that CSOs be strategic in the events which they engage with as it is 

important that they focus their attention on ones which the organisation is passionate about the 

topic as this will then be evident and relevant to the aims of the event. Then for very specific 

circumstances actors suggested that CSOs can either use the formal High-Level Meetings or the 

more informal method of Group of Friends which focus on specific issues. It has been noted that 

Group of Friends tend to be the most effective in really getting something done when they are linked 

to formal negotiations which are occurring at that time. This can also be beneficial as these states 

are likely to champion the issue further with other member states. The first task for CSO is to try and 

i flue e e e  states i  the pla i g  stage fo  high-level meetings to make sure that that CSOs 

can participate in the events at all and that they are thought about in a positive way. It is through 

this continuous push and engagement in the field that it could lead to an even stronger norm of CSO 

engagement in international affairs and with international actors. 

Much like working with national representatives and decision makers there is a need to provide 

targeted easy to understand messaging to IO member states to show exactly what the agenda the 

o ga isatio  is t i g to get a oss. This i ol es spoo  feedi g  i fo atio  a out de ate points 

and providing the precise language which the CSO would like to see in the organisations resolution. 

This is to provide ease of access and ease of understanding of the aim of the organisation.   

It is important for CSOs working at the international level to work cross regionally on their issues to 

make sure that the CSO does not show any signs of bias or more importantly the lack of engagement 

a ot e used as a politi al tool  othe  less suppo ti e states as the  a  use the te  este  
influe e . This the  goes fu the  to e that CSO should ot e el i g o  o e o  t o e e  states 
to promote their agenda as in international politics there is always the possibility of shocks occurring 

to the system and a change of policy by a state which would leave their agenda vulnerable to states 

who fully disagree with them. To rectify this possibility there is a need for CSOs to bolster their 

support base with other states and especially cross regionally so that there should always be a 

supporting member state in these international organisations. But just because some states may be 

cautious about a particular agenda this also means that civil society should not isolate them as there 

is a strategic importance in campaigns to target states who could possible change their position and 

by civil society continue to engage these states then it gives opportunities to present their case.  

When working with states it is important that CSO develop both the formal and informal 

engagement with them. The formal engagement is through engagement at formal events whether 

this is at high level meetings or through general debates. The informal aspect of engagement is 

particularly related to the efforts that non-state actors make to engage states outside of these 

processes whether that is through organising meetings or running other events in the location of the 

IO headquarters for example and then invite state representatives to attend. 

It is important to note that through previous experience many IO actors believe that it is difficult for 

CSOs to have the meaningful engagement with member states and other actors or to influence 

policy in the international scene at one off events or ad-hoc engagement as it does not support that 

continuous process. Though it is also important that CSOs engage in the international community at 

the ight ti e  to ake su e that thei  i put is the ost useful a d est e ei ed.  

A beneficial way to truly engage with the IO is by building connections with the most relevant 

secretariat members. The secretariat of the IO plays a very important role in the coordination of the 
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work of the IO. By developing these relationships, the CSO is likely to be able to better understand 

the opportunities which there are for engagement. Particularly in the United Nations, the ECOSOC 

NGO Co ittee is ot the o l  oute of e gage e t ut it is the est  hi h ill e dis ussed e t 
but it does show while there are many possi le a ess outes so eti es the ost diffi ult  oute 
could be the most beneficial to take thus supporting the CSO work and agenda.  

As will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this report that are always many difficulties which CSO face 

regarding their topic of work when they are trying to gain accreditation to this body, however this is 

also likely to be applicable at other International Organisations. Nevertheless, those that are actors 

i  the field of IO a d NGO li ks ha e suggested that NGO s a e le e  i  thei  appli atio   
appl i g to gai  e t  th ough a soft topi  su h as Youth, edu atio  or health all of which seem to 

be non-contentious issues at the UN committee. The role the CSO then should play is to make a 

connection between that soft topic in to their agenda where their agenda would of likely of meant 

that their application would have been delayed.  

What a  states a d a to s o  feel is that I te atio al O ga isatio s a ot a k t a k  f o  
the level of openness where they are at now, even though some would say it is not open enough 

they already have moved on. This has been clear in the UN Human Rights Committee elections and 

in the next election of the Director-Ge e al of the Wo ld Health O ga isatio  hi h as a u h 
o e ope  p o ess  as it as i spi ed  the UN Se eta  Ge e al p o ess.  This is lea l  a positi e 

sign for civil society and those states that support transparency and access. 

 

United Nations ECOSOC NGO Committee 

The Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations is a standing committee of the 

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), established by the Council in 1946. It reports directly 

to ECOSOC, and the two reports of its annual regular session (usually at the end of January) 

and resumed session (in May) include draft resolutions or decisions on matters calling for 

action by the Council.  

The main tasks of the Committee are: 

• The consideration of applications for consultative status and requests for 

reclassification submitted by NGOs; 

• The consideration of quadrennial reports submitted by NGOs in General and 

Special categories; 

• The implementation of the provisions of Council resolution 1996/31 and the 

monitoring of the consultative relationship; 

• Any other issues which the ECOSOC may request the Committee to consider. 

(United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs – NGO Branch, n.d b) 

Evan though this is not about CSO engagement with the committee, it is important to understand 

that this committee is faced by a series of internal challenges and complications. Even though there 

has been this previous experience and difficulty much of the evidence still suggests that if an 

organisation really wants to engage on the international setting then this is the committee which 

they should be accredited through.  

While there are several ways to engage with the UN which do not necessarily include accreditation 

through ECOSOC, ECOSOC is still the most attractive option for many civil society organisations as it 

also allows access to the UN Human Rights Council which is not relevant to all organisations but is a 

very beneficial for many organisations. Furthermore, there are the ad-hoc basis of engagement but 
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it is see  that A editatio  is the est at to e gage ith the U ited Natio s as it allo s fo  the 
organisation to sustain their relationship with member states and the work which they have already 

a ied out.  This is athe  tha  just o asio al ad-hoc basis of engagement as not all events or 

meetings which are open to CSO have an ad-hoc accreditation basis to them.  

To begin with for a more specialised information or resource on the application process of getting 

accreditation to this committee and other engagement with the United Nations, the International 

Se i e fo  Hu a  Rights ISHR  esou e A p a ti al guide to the UN Co ittee o  NGOS  is a 
useful read.  

From the research carried out with those with an association with the body a key beginning part is 

that it is important for CSOs to use UN terminology in their application and in any correspondence 

with states but then also they need to use UN terminology on their website and promotional 

materials. This is not designed to make CSO campaigns less effective or to silence certain 

o ga isatio s ut it helps to ake the CSO see  o e eut al a d fo usi g o  the the ati  issue  
rather than particularly focusing on a member state of the committee where they are then able to 

slow down the CSO application.  

E e  du i g the appli atio  stage, CSOs eed to go e o d just the appli atio  a d al ead  sta t 
engaging with states in any way possi le to uild the elatio ships.  This idea of o ti uous 
engagement with states is designed to allow the organisation to find states that are both in the NGO 

committee and on ECOSOC which can be lobbied in order to support the application but this should 

not just be states which are supportive of civil society as by engaging with states that that are not 

fully committed there is the possibility to convince them of the positives of involvement of CSOs and 

to provide answers to their questions which may lead to some level of support or if not the 

possibility of support an abstention.  

A conceivable way for a CSO to gain accreditation when they have been blocked by the NGO 

Committee is by finding a member state of ECOSOC which is willing to challenge the decision of the 

committee in the parent body which is ECOSOC. A recent example of where this has been done is 

with Christian Solidarity Worldwide, where the UK Mission to the UN appealed the NGO Committee 

decision. In the appeal H.H. Matthew Rycroft (Permanent Representative of the UK Mission to the 

UN) said:  

Whe  a serious and credible NGO such as Christian Solidarity Worldwide is kept waiting in 

limbo for seven years, the system is clearly not working as it should…Its work is directly 

relevant to ECOSOC. It is in full compatibility with the aims and purposes of the UN Charter, 

as well as the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and other United Nations human rights 

covenants. CSW works actively to promote the aims and purposes of the Charter. It even 

trains other civil society partners to work within the UN system and fully utilise UN 

mechanisms. The conclusion we draw is that the NGO Co ittee’s decisions have not been 

based on the merits of CSW’s appli atio .  (Christian Solidarity Worldwide, 2017) 

While there may be a wish from CSO for ECOSOC member states to support them in this once an 

application has been deferred or refused, it is important to note that when a member states raises 

an appeal they are extending their political capital supporting that application. While this is a useful 

way for CSO to become accredited when facing a blockage by the NGO Committee, it is unlikely that 

there will be a mass movement of cases being brought before ECOSCO for appeal as it then loses its 

impact which states hope it will have. In His Excellency Matthew R oft s speech to the Council it 

could be noted that the UK Government decided to raise this appeal to bring attention to the 
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ineffectiveness of the NGO Committee especially on certain topics, (as further discussed in Chapter 

4) which is specifically noted in: 

But sadly that is not the case. There has been repeated discrimination against NGOs with a 

human rights focus in particular. Yet we know that human rights, including freedom of 

religion and belief, are essential to build societies which are secure, prosperous and resilient 

agai st e tre is . It’s ital that NGOs gra ted o sultati e status refle t the full spe tru  
of issues of concern to ECOSOC and the United Nations. That must include the promotion and 

protection of human rights, one of the fundamental pillars of the United Nations.  (2017) 

There is also a lot of discussion surrounded in the field about possible ways to reform the UN 

ECOSOC NGO Committee to make sure that it is truly meeting its purpose and is providing as 

much access as possible. There is some discussion if the mandate which exists for the 

o ittee of A ti le  of the Cha te  [should a t] as the uppe  limit for access; or use it as 

the baseline  (UNECE, 2003; 28) which shows how there is still a need for the committee and 

ECOSOC as the parent body to understand how the article should be implemented to its best 

affect.  

While not necessarily in the aims of this research report, during the research there was 

several occasions when there were conversations around reform of the committee and 

potential ways where it could work better which is why it will be included for future 

discussion.   

The first point that was raised a few times was there being a need to increase the 

transparency of the NGO committee meeting further. Even though there was the recent 

decision by the committee to webcast its meetings to i p o e a essi ilit  to the UN  ISHR, 
2017) there has still been calls by some to improve transparency by giving them more 

publicity to non-state actors and by increasing the availability of information regarding 

accredited CSOs and the application process. The next point which was raised is to make 

sure the committee is as effective as possible in dealing with application that the number of 

proceedings should be increased to deal with the backlog. The final comments raised about 

the working methods of the committee was comments around the support which the 

se eta iat p o ides as ei g out dated, la k elia ilit  a d p io itisatio .  While many of 

these suggested actions would seem simple to implement it is raised that this committee is 

immensely underfunded for the work which it has to carry out especially in relation to the 

number of accreditation applications which it receives.  

Another area which was raised about the working methods of the committee was in relation 

to the a editatio  ite ia  hi h due to the atu e of o ittee positi el  suppo ts s all 
NGOs from the south due to the previous underrepresentation of them which has led to 

many them gaining accreditation. Where this was raised as a less productive aspect of the 

o ittee s o k as due to the easo i g that i  ge e al the  do ot add u h to the 
dis ussio  he  the  a e e gagi g i  the UN.  While a criterion is against the spirit of the 

mandate which is in place for this committee, this has been raised as it is important for CSO 

to o it to UN e gage e t so that CSO a d de isio  ake s a  get the ost out of it.  
As if decision makers are aware that there are a lot of civil society accredited but never 

engage with them in a constructive way then there could be questions surrounding future 

engagement. 

While there may be these issues within the committee, there has been moves to increase the 

transparency within the committee through the beginning of webcasting the sessions. What many 
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actors feel is important now is that it is important for NGOs to safeguard what is already there and 

not to allow unsupportive states to remove these needed access points for all.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has presented a wide variety of methods used to engage with a range of decision 

makers. Not all of the methods which have been presented in this chapter will work for every 

organisation looking to engage with policy makers but organisations can still use some or parts of 

methods to engage from the simple ones of simply building the public image of a campaign through 

writing to the press to gaining accreditation at the United Nations and campaigning all states to 

make a difference on their agenda.  

The general and national basis has presented a variety of methods most of which are in use today by 

civil society actors but the key aspect is for them to identify what is the aim of their advocacy or 

policy engagement level and what methods would work best from sitting on advisory committees to 

create the publicity movement.  

On the international basis, it is important for those engaging with the international community to be 

strategic in their engagement to get the best from it all. Though it is important that if civil society 

does want to make one of their engagement points through an IO that they then commit to that 

engagement and do not think that real tangible outcomes are possible without it. Furthermore, 

there is a need to think strategically of the best possible ways for organisations to use the system to 

be heard. 

One of the questions which remains for civil society now is how do they hold the UN Secretary 

Ge e al a ou ta le fo  his p o ises  a d a tio s – in order to show that there demand for access 

and transparency is continuous and not just at certain stages of processes.  
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Case Study 3: OpenGov Hub 

The OpenGov Hub is the world's first co-working community focused on transparency and open 

government issues. We are a co-working community in Washington, D.C. and a network of over 

35 organizations, mostly international development NGOs, promoting transparency, 

accountability, and citizen engagement around the world. The 20,000-square foot Hub is the 

physical workspace home of about 200 people promoting these open government ("OpenGov") 

reforms through technology, research, media, and advocacy. 

The Ope Go  Hu s issio  is t ofold: 
1. to provide a physical home to opengov organizations (helping them be more efficient and 

share resources) 

2. to serve as the centre for collaboration, learning, and innovation on opengov 

issues, helping members be more effective and have greater impact together. 

 

OpenGov Hub shows how organisations can work together physically to improve knowledge 

sharing via organisations on way of working but then also where working relationships can be 

generated to booster their work.  

 

Find out more: www.opengovhub.org  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.opengovhub.org/
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Case Study 4: 1 for 7 Billion Campaign (UN Secretary General Selection) 
 

The  fo   Billio  Ca paig  had its oots i  the ea lie  a paig  UNSGsele tio , ai ed to 

improve the selection process ahead of the appointment of the Secretary-General in 2006 which 

was developed by the World Federalist Movement. 

 

However, the 1 for 7 Billion Campaign is a civil society campaign calling for the selection and 

appointment process of the UN Secretary-General to be reformed and to be made more 

transparent.  

 

The  alled fo  an open, transparent and merit-based selection process offers the best chance to 

find the best Secretary-General. We need a process that sets out formal selection criteria and 

qualifications, meets modern practices and exemplifies the UN's ideals. We need a process that 

meets the higher standards of transparency and accountability that UN Member States and civil 

society have been demanding for years. We need a process that is grounded in best practice on 

equality and diversity. We need a process that provides meaningful involvement from all Member 

States, appropriate input from civil society, and matches that of other high-level international 

appointments.  

 

This campaign has been included as a case study of best practice as it received a large amount of 

interest from the media and from member states of the UN. It shows how Civil Society 

Organisations can work together to raise attention of an issue. Even though they did not achieve 

their main goals this  

 

Fine out more:  www.1for7billion.org  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.1for7billion.org/
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Chapter 3: Young People: Our leaders now and in the future  
 

Introduction 

This third chapter of this research is focused on and brings into the main thoughts surrounding the 

role of young people as future leaders and how the researched countries have taken different 

approaches to engaging young people in the policy cycle. Even though youth engagement has been 

and will continue to be discussed in other chapters, this chapter takes the role of being the most 

substantive of them. There tends to be a range of reasons for why different areas chose to carry out 

youth engagement differently. These challenges and risks which they face will be discussed in the 

next chapter. This report will begin by focusing on the role of young people in the policy process, this 

then will be followed by some discussion and examples of the way to involve young people. Finally, 

this report will look at the way that the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(UNCRC) is implemented or thought about in the locations visited and from the organisations view as 

well.  

Role 

The first place where this chapter will begin is by looking at the role which young people have or are 

allo ed  to ha e ith a  i pli atio  o  poli  aki g. Th oughout this esea h it as o ti uousl  
i sisted that outh a e e  sig ifi a t i  te s of de elop e t a d futu e leade s , ho e e  it is 
sometimes evident that there are other factors influencing the role young people have available. It is 

also ke  to e e e  the  ke  oti atio s hi h e e ide tified i  hapte  o e as a ou d eithe  
it being a political commitment or there was some previous form of violence or unrest and have a 

formal engagement method would resolve this. Even though this was the motivation a lot of the 

time there was also times when youth participation was identified as an area of development which 

is why effort was put in to achieve positive results.  

Without focusing too much on previous discussion, it is important to look at the role which young 

people can play in the policy cycle. From the visits which occurred there are three different views or 

main ways of youth engagement from the act of knowledge building and the associated policy ideas 

raised, to young people representing their self to young people acting as representatives on behalf 

of other groups and young people. They all offer a unique perspective and some of the organisations 

spe ifi all  e e tu ed off  the idea of ha i g ou g people ep ese t othe  ou g people as it 
causes further issues about making sure that the representation is true representation and not just 

in name. Where the organisations then step back from criticism received when they are not 

representative in the policy process is by saying that the young people selected, are selected on the 

basis on previous lived experience, a range of diversity, engagement locally and then they also use 

some level of randomness in their decision-making processes. 

There are some movement as other ways to both support young people development and have 

some form of continuous representation and that is through employing young people to act as 

Youth A plifie s  ho s o k fo  the o ga isatio  pa t ti e o  spe ifi  p oje ts. This ea s that the 
young people receive some direct experience but also that there is continuous youth engagement on 

the project issue and provided the lived experience to help with outreach. Where the organisation 

has the resource to be able to support young people it can be a real benefit and after having the 

benefit of discussing the way it works and the success of the programme with the Office of the 

Provincial Advocate for Children and Youth as they regularly use it for their work.  
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Methods 

The next section of this chapter is specifically looking at the methods which are used to engage with 

young people ranging from how often they meet to the age range which is represented. An ongoing 

message which was shared was that young people engage with different civil society organisations 

or campaigns but seem less likely to engage with the parliamentary institutions, so there is a need to 

move the ways of engagement and to try and develop a way to make the issues engaging.  

The first important aspect of youth engagement is remembering the importance of building 

relationships between external stakeholders and the project such as schools but then also internal 

ones as well as the one provides access to young people but without the complete organisation buy 

in then they are likely to move forward as best as they can with youth ideas of the policy process.  

When talking to organisations there was a recurring view that to get the best engagement and views 

from young people, some things should be done through social media but it is also important to go 

out there and connect with young people through a variety of methods as they allow for complete 

discussion on areas. When looking at how to connect with young people, it is important to consider 

what you want out of it and who is likely to provide that information. For example, it was said that 

schools and youth groups allow to gain depth of responses from young people but they do not 

support them gaining a breadth of views as you may not be able to connect with excluded groups. 

To support these organisations, need to be using their existing networks or building new networks 

with relevant organisations to promote the engagement opportunities but also, they can be used to 

gather views of those that the organisation is not connected with.  

With there being an interest to have youth lead organisations, some of them have created an 

advisory board for their participation platform for the organisation to have so e p ofessio al  
advice or adult lived experience on the best ways to go about doing this. This is obviously a positive 

method of getting experience yet still being youth led. There is a specific circumstance which is 

important that the adults do not become over bearing on the participation method and stop young 

people from leading. When having an advisory group, it does create some other issues such as the 

recruitment of members for it but then also what level of engagement should they have to make 

sure that it is meaningful engagement and rewarding for the members, while also being able to 

recruit members for it.  

In the majority of circumstances, the young people engaged with the organisation were being asked 

for their views from different policy areas. The reason for this was that it means that the input they 

are giving is occurring at the time when they are going to have the largest effect on the policy 

making process and that they are discussing the issues which are a priority. While this is a fair 

assertion for having an impact in the policy process, it is also important that young people can 

influence the agenda and see their own priorities receive some attention. 

Within the UK, there is often a great debate at the age which youth participation should begin but 

more importantly at the age which people no longer become young people to engage specifically 

with as they now have the power of the vote. Throughout the research there was a clear 

disagreement with the way that the UK stops most engagement at 18. Within both countries which 

were visited they both set their maximum age at the lowest of 24 which then went as high as 30, 

whether this is at the local level, national level or international level. Where there was a little bit 

more of a discrepancy was on the lower age limit as this ranged from 5 when there was project 

based work, to a minimum age of 13, 15 or 16 in some cases. Each time the reason for this was 

based on at that age the young people involved would be of an appropriate age to travel by their self 

or would be unable to understand complex issues. To make sure that there is a fair representation of 
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ages, some of these organisations specifically reserve a number of spaces for the different brackets 

such as 16-18 or their lowest age to the age of 18 to make sure that they get a fair representation. 

Furthermore, some organisations have set limits where certain roles are specifically reserved for 

o e  s as the  should the  ha e fu the  e pe ie e to e a le to do the ole.  

There is often a call for young people engaged in the policy process to be representing other young 

people based on many organisations that work directly on it here in the UK. However, there is also a 

u e  of othe  ethods hi h a e used to appoi t  ou g people to these bodies. Some of these 

range from having a complete open membership so there is no need to apply they can just turn up 

at the meetings as they wish and then there is applications for higher positions in the organisations 

such as an executive. Then the next method which has been used by some organisations is the use of 

a simple application form and this is then followed by an interview. Though sometimes this is not 

just o e i te ie , so eti es its t o o  a  i lude a  assess e t e t e  t pe da  to ide tify 

skills and their real interest in policy processes. Furthermore, to just an application process there 

was also an example of where one government body used the public appointment process as it was 

a standardised method across all departments but then also the positions were classed as 

government appointments so had to follow those rules. When working with young people it is 

important to make sure that the application is as open and simple so that it does not exclude any 

group of young people.  

Probably the most important aspect off this is the actual methods which they use to carry out their 

engagement. The methods which the organisations use very depending on their structure. Some of 

them use social media as their main form of engagement and to raising issues where as others hold 

physical meetings. Some of these physical meetings are held monthly, bimonthly, quarterly or 

annual meetings. Where the organisations have only a few physical meetings each year they tend to 

supplement this with either sub-committee meetings or the use of teleconferences either monthly 

or at bimonthly period of times in order to continue the engagement in the policy process. Some 

national working organisations use residential meetings as it provides a greater opportunity for 

prolong discussion on policy issues as it removes the concerns about meeting length as and travel 

issues as they have a prolong time together which is why this method of engagement is tended to be 

used on national models in Wales. Aside from holding meetings generally, there is also specialised 

p oje t ased e gage e t su h as th ough usi g a Youth Sele t Co ittee  fo at. This is used 
annually in the UK by the UK Youth Parliament when looking at their one national issue but this 

method is also used by some organisations which were visited on this research trip as it bought the 

most media attention and political attention to an issue thus raising its profile and getting actions 

done. The final method which is a possible method for young people to be heard is using liste i g 
tou s  hi h is he  the de isio  ake s o  odies t a el a oss the ou t  to hea  fi st-hand the 

views of those young people or for the bodies of young people it gives them an opportunity to hear 

othe  ou g people s ie s as ell. The implications of what has been discussed on the UK is that it 

is again all dependent on the resource capability of the organisation and is dependent on the 

number of young people for which they want to engage with a suggestion being that a smaller 

specific number is more beneficial to have a positive impact. 

When looking at the structure of a representative body a question that is discussed often is the 

number of representatives that the body should have. From the research, there was a variety of 

views which were suggested for this from having the organisation completely open to anyone within 

a location area to a size of between 25 to 30 as this number helps to provide a safety blanket in the 

case that they have other commitments on the time when an engagement activity is taking place. 

Though there are other circumstances where there are much larger organisations which are either 
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based virtually or there is a fee associated with the young person taking part so can offer such large 

participation.  

The final aspect of the way of working is looking at the term limits of organisations as this can often 

affect the retention of young people which will be further discussed in the next chapter. During the 

research, a varied view was held on this ranging from the length of the project, 1 year, 2 years to 

continuous involvement up until the upper age limit or if before when the young person does not 

want to be involved, which if the body does not have a maximum number of participants is fine but 

if it is stopping other engagement a term limit is usually set. This is then followed by if 

eappoi t e t should e allo ed a d i  ost ases, this as ot the ase as the od s a ted to 
allow as many young people as possible to participate. This has shown that there is no consensus on 

this issue and is influenced by other organisational design features.  

While much of the bodies researched are carried out by the government directly, there is an 

opportunity here for the government to support the third sector not just through funding but by 

looking at ways that civil servants can volunteer their time with it counting towards their continuous 

professional development in circumstances where it helps others to engage. During the research, 

this idea was raised as a possible method by the Forum for Young Canadians which have built this 

relationship with the Canadian Government as a method of building future policy leaders and 

increasing the knowledge of political processes. It does not just support the organisation by having 

the staff volunteers but it also means that the participants receive the expertise and insight of the 

civil servants.  

The next aspect which this section is going to cover is looking at if young people should be 

e a ded  fo  taki g pa t. What is the sta da d a epta ce as a minimum is that no young person 

should be out of pocket for taking part in youth engagement activities at the national level. This 

tends to include covering travel costs and food costs. Where some organisations or groups go 

further is by providing a financial fixed remuneration for their time. An example of where this is 

done is with the Canadian Prime Ministers Youth Council. While there is the supportive position of 

this that it is something small for the committed number of hours which they have done in part of 

their role. While there is the positive there is also some that argue that you may find young people 

that manage to get through the application process just to receive the payment. Overall, it is neither 

a definite try and do it this way or not but is down to the culture of the organisation. However, what 

is more likely to influence this for an organisation or body is if they have the resource to be able to 

do it. As will be discussed in the next chapter there is forever constraining budgets on youth bodies 

which is why it will play a key part.  

The final aspect is for youth organisations which are thinking of future youth organisational structure 

is a consultancy based model for organisations in order for them to diversify their way of working 

but also their operational aspects. This will be discussed within the next chapter mainly but 

diversifying organisation structure helps for these organisations to future plan. 

 

International Youth Engagement  

Now in particular on youth engagement, to get youth engaged it is important for youth and youth 

organisations to engage with their national ministries to get them to make youth important to begin 

with so there is much national work to be carried out as there is international. However, specially 

withi  the i stitutio  the e is a epeati g ie  that Youth a e see  as a  age t of ha ge  hi h 
shows that some in these institutions believe that there is real benefit in involving young people in 
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their activities and decision-making processes. How they get involved and it what ways that the 

system could reform to include more young people is the question left to ask! 

From the research, there was some suggestion that young people or youth organisations aiming to 

get an agenda to the attention of a state do as discussed in the previous chapter need to know the 

framework and resolutions which have passed already at the United Nations as this is likely to allow 

them to get further support as the states can see where work has already been done. Following this 

it is again suggested that youth organisations or young people when trying to influence the 

international arena research the issue which they are presenting on as being able to back up ideas 

and suggestions with research and evidence it reduces the level of risk to the organisations.  

The next method which is suggested young people use in order to make sure that their issues are 

heard is by using the representatives which the UN have. These include most importantly the UN 

Secretary Special Envoy on Youth but then there is also other special envoys or rapporteurs such as 

the UN Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly. By using these 

representatives, they provide a direct connection into the work of the secretariat of the UN and can 

help to represent a collective view.  

O e of the ajo  a s hi h the U ited Natio s allo s o  p o otes a ess to ou g people is 
th ough thei  Youth Delegate P og a e . Thei  Youth Delegate p og a e is the inclusion of 

outh delegates i  a ou t s official delegation to the United Nations General Assembly and 

a ious fu tio al Co issio s of the E o o i  a d So ial Cou il.  U ited Natio s,  This is 
that the member state supports a young person to attend these events to voice a youth perspective 

on different issues.  

The UK has no formal commitment to supporting young people to engage in the United Nations 

work through the UN Youth delegate programme and from through previous experience is lead very 

much so by who the minister of one of the related departments is at that time. Furthermore, in 

recent times when the UK has participated in the delegate programme they have participated at the 

minimum level of just taking part in some of the UN General Assembly High Level week and not as 

other countries have done of having their delegates attend other events UN events throughout the 

year. However, it is important to note that the effectiveness of this programme has been questioned 

 so e states a d the e a e fu the  uestio s if this is o e of a pu li it  stu t  o  is lip se i e . 
This view was expanded on by some who felt that promoting the international organisation and 

oosti g the le el of edu atio  is a ette  use of the delegatio s esou es. It is ot just to the UN 
where the UK Government should be including young people in their delegation and them having a 

meaningful position but it should be to all International Organisations as most topics relate to youth 

and youth are the ever-forgotten subset of the population. 

Finally, while discussing youth engagement in IOs there were some that said that youth need to be 

diplomatic in their way of engaging with international organisations as that is the way the 

organisation works. However, there are some members which took part in this research that felt 

that outh should e outh  a d e old, eati e, i o ati e a d ot to e af aid to sti  it up a 
little.  This diffe e e i  opi io   a to s is i te esti g to ote as he  the dis ussio  is o e 
generally about civil society engagement the broad consensus view is that they should be acting 

diplomatically, yet when young people are involved they change their mind.  
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United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 

The U ited Natio s Co e tio  o  the Rights of the Child UNCRC  is a legally-binding international 

agreement setting out the civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights of every child, 

ega dless of thei  a e, eligio  o  a ilities.  Sa e the Child e , .d  This a  e fu the  e plai ed 
through UNICEF comments o  it of Every child has rights, whatever their ethnicity, gender, religion, 

language, abilities or any other status. The Convention must be seen as a whole: all the rights are 

linked and no right is more important that another. The right to relax and play (Article 31) and the 

right to freedom of expression (Article 13) have equal importance as the right to be safe from 

iole e A ti le  a d the ight to edu atio  A ti le .  n.d)  

While Wales is internationally seen as being a world leader in regard to respecting children rights as   

the Welsh Government adopted the Convention as the basis for policy making for children 

and young people in Wales in 2004. [This was carried further as the Welsh Government 

i t odu ed the Rights of Child e  a d You g Pe so s Wales  Measu e .] The Measu e 
strengthened and built on the rights based approach of the Welsh Government to making 

policy for children and young people in Wales. It placed a duty on all Welsh Ministers to 

have due regard to the substantive rights and obligations within the UNCRC and its optional 

p oto ols.  Welsh Go e e t,  
 

So, while Wales is this world leader, it was important to understand in this research project the 

implication of the UNCRC on the locations which were researched to find out if the UNCRC has such 

a considerable influence on the methods of youth engagement which different organisations use. 

Over the research trip what was repeated over multiple of times was that the UNCRC is 

fundamental but it is not really talked about or out there, which has meant that young people do not 

k o  a lot a out it.  This shows that even though there is a commitment for states that have ratified 

it, it is not always carried through yet this is not surprising as many states face the same challenges 

of developing understanding and motivation from young people to be as interested as states are in 

trying to promote it. While this is not only states responsibility, through organisations which 

participated it was also noted that it was fundamental to their work but there is still not the 

promotion or greater understanding of it. This could be that even though the concepts can be easy 

to u de sta d, getti g the i te est i to it a  e diffi ult as it is ot a se  issue  hi h gets the u  
i  f o  ou g people as u h. However, some areas visited on this trip were trying to improve the 

knowledge which local young people had by working with local education establishments to develop 

a curriculum for some fields so that the knowledge is passed down to young people and hopefully a 

greater understanding can be achieved.  

Conclusion  

This chapter has focused on the aspect of the research which is designed to provides a more 

specialised and specific focus to this research than just being purely focused on civil society. This 

chapter has really shown how that there is no one specific way for youth engagement to take place 

and that actually different organisations with different motives and different cultures do have an 

impact of term length, methods, age range and international methods of engagement. 

This has shown that it is important for the organisation to consider a range of factors when thinking 

of the best methods to use as this is will provide a long-standing reasoning to the type of 

information which they are able to receive to then impact policy. While it was disappointing not to 

be able to see any different ways which the UNCRC can be implemented into the UK, it does allow 

for some general insight to some of the challenges which many states and organisations face when 

they are promoting the UNCRC to young people. Even though there are some setbacks.  
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Case Study 5: Youth Secretariat, Canadian Government  

 
The Youth Secretariat within the Canadian Government u s the P i e Mi iste s Youth Cou il as 

ell as othe  et o ks. The P i e Mi iste s Youth Cou il is a g oup of ou g Ca adia s ho 
provide non-partisan advice to the Prime Minister and the Government of Canada on issues of 

importance to them and to all Canadians. Listening to young people about issues that matter to 

them is an important commitment of the Canadian Government, As Minister of Youth, the Prime 

Minister wants to hear directly from young people and the youth council is one mechanism to 

support the dialogue.  

 

The Prime Ministers Youth Council is made up of 26 members which can have a maximum number 

of 30 at any one time, who serves a mandate for up to two years with there being no 

reappointment process. These young people are aged between 16 to 24. Members of the Prime 

Mi iste s Youth Cou il a e allo ated a fi ed e u e atio  fo  thei  ti e doi g Youth Cou il 
business. To become a member the young person fills in an application which includes sections for 

young people to provide background information on their identity, experience and involvement 

over the last two years in organisations, activities which they have undertaken in their 

community, their leadership experience, initiatives that they have launched and the total number 

of hours contributed to the above. After the application, a set of roughly 300 people proceed to 

the second stage in three different 100 applicant groups. The first 100 applicants are applicants 

with the highest scores in community engagement in each region of Canada and one region 

designated for Canadians outside Canada to recognise their engagement efforts. The second set 

of 100 is made up of randomly selected applicants in order to achieve a broad representation of 

all applicants. Then the third set of 100 applicants is formed based on diversity indicators, to 

ensure that those going to the second stage is fully representative of the diversity of Canada. 

These people are then invited to participate in a video interview and submit resumes online, with 

references. Once selected, the Youth Council have four meetings a year in a residential setting 

which is supported by monthly teleconferences to have continuous engagement.  

 

Also to the Youth Council, the Canadian government use a number of other methods to engage 

with young people on issues which they are passionate about. One way which they do this is that 

they have around 17,000 young people aged between 16 to 24 and over 200 stakeholders signed 

up to their newsletter for which the Government got a large number of them to prioritise 5 

themes for which further work would be carried out. Furthermore, they use their quarterly 

newsletter to prioritise meaningful action including significant calls to action.   

 

Find out more: www.canada.ca/en/campaign/prime-ministers-youth-council.html  

 

 

http://www.canada.ca/en/campaign/prime-ministers-youth-council.html
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Case Study 6: Forum for Young Canadians  
 

The Foundation goal is to foster and promote an understanding among young Canadians of the 

ole a d fu tio  of Ca ada s th ee le els of de o ati  go e e t, hile p o oti g a a e ess 
of the meaning of Canadian citizenship. Since its inception the foundation has devoted itself to 

fostering leadership skills in young Canadians, designed to demystify the political process and 

helping smart students get their voices heard. Through its various programmes for which the 

Forum for Young Canadians is one of them, the foundation provides youth, aged 15-19, with first-

hand access to the minds, the procedures and the energy of Parliament Hill. It also creates a 

community among the like-minded leaders of tomorrow. 

 

The programme helps to give participants opportunities to learn about governance, democracy 

and citizenship; meet with influential figures in Canadian public life, while getting to know other 

young people with interests similar to their own.  

 

"Made me realize how amazing my country is, and the amazing opportunities out there."  

- Jenna, NB 

 

What was clear from this organisation is their view how the networking opportunities is the key 

aspect as it allows for young people to meet influential actors to become future leaders. This 

organisation is also one which has a diversified funding formula of government, private and occurs 

a fee as well.  

 

Find out more: www.forum.ca  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.forum.ca/
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Case Study 7: Office of the Provincial Advocate for Children and Youth, Ontario 

The Office of the P o i ial Ad o ate fo  Child e  a d Youth Ad o ate's Offi e  is a  i depe de t 
oi e fo  O ta io's hild e  a d outh ho a e eithe  i  a e  o  o  the a gi s of go e e t a e. 

Reporting directly to the Legislature, the Provincial Advocate partners with children and youth to 

elevate their voices and promote action on their issues. The children and youth who fall within the 

mandate of the Advocate's Office include those who are seeking or receiving services from the 

children's services sector in areas such as child welfare, youth justice, children's mental health, 

de elop e tal se i es a d hild e s t eat e t se i es. The ju isdi tio  of the Offi e also i ludes 
students of the provincial and demonstration schools, youth in court holding cells or being 

transported to and from court holding cells, First Nations children and youth, and children and youth 

with special needs. 

Guided by the principles of the United Nation Convention on the Rights of the Child, including the 

right to be heard, the Provincial Advocate strives to be a model of meaningful child and youth 

participation in every aspect of its work. 

The Advocates office has used many of the methods discussed ranging from listening tours, creating a 

outh sele t o ittee alled Ou  Voi e Out Tu  hi h e ei ed sig ifi a t t a tio   oth the 
media and the government as a task working group was formulated to look at the issue discussed. 

The Ad o ates offi e also e plo  ou g people as Youth A plifie s  as the  ep ese t the oi e of 
young people in project work and gives project officers access to young people with lived experience 

of the issue area and they help to design programmes effectively.  

Find out more: www.provincialadvocate.on.ca  

 

 

 

 

http://www.provincialadvocate.on.ca/
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Case Study 8: Department for Youth and Community Development 

 

The New York City Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) invests in a network of 

community-based organizations and programs to alleviate the effects of poverty and to provide 

opportunities for New Yorkers and communities to flourish. DYCD supports New York City youth and 

their families by funding a wide range of high-quality youth and community development programs, 

including: After School, Community Development, Family Support, Literacy Services, Youth Services 

and Youth Workforce Development.   

During the research DYCD showed a wide range of ways which the city and the department support 

youth up until the age of 24. DYCD have created a range of opportunities ranging from their Teen 

Action Programme, Youth Conference, Youth Council. Inter-agency Committee and their cornerstone 

project. These programmes operate with a diverse population and diverse communities that it shows 

how programmes can be developed in order to support communities. Some of these programmes are 

developed in a way to meet the needs and wants of the community they are in.  

 

 

Find out more: www.nyc.gov/dycd  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nyc.gov/dycd
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Chapter 4: We wa t to e gage ut a ’t …… why? 
 

Introduction 

Many National Governments or IOs clearly say that CSOs are key partners and are significant in all 

their work. However, the concluding chapter of this research report is looking at many of the 

challenges which exist for civil society organizations in participating in the policy making process 

weather these are internal bases challenges to more detrimental and difficult ones of IO member 

states suppressing CSOs from having their voice heard internationally. This chapter is really designed 

to bring many of the already identified challenges together to show decision makers where there are 

issues and where action needs to be taken to support and engage civil society. It will be split into 

four sections, the first being external Challenge s hi h is ega di g the challenges outside of the 

organisation either in the political sphere or public sphere. The second section will be regarding the 

working of CSO their selves, the third will be a specific look at the challenges at the UNESCO NGO 

Committee and the last section will be looking at the challenges facing organisers when looking at 

youth participation in the policy process. During this chapter, there is going to be some conflict 

between the suggestions of working methods in previous chapters as it is important in the system of 

government that CSOs make a decision about what is important to their cause especially as the 

system is even more interconnected between local, national and international politics and policies. 

The Challenges 

External Challenges  

This section will specifically be looking at the external challenges which many NGOs face when they 

are carrying out their work. The first challenge which receives a lot of attention is the closing of civil 

society space internationally and there are also some views that in the UK there is some restricting 

taking place. This is probably one of the largest challenges faced by any civil society organisation 

worldwide when engaging in its work which is why it has received a position in this report. The 

closing civil society space is even noted with the UK as CIVICUS has oted that it is a o i g.  
a  This is espe iall  t ue as the o e t ega di g the UK Go e e t is that concerns 

pe sist a out the possi ilit  fo  the go e e t s ou te -extremism policies to have negative 

consequences on associational life, and around violent policing tactics in the management of public 

assemblies.  CIVICUS,  This sho s that hile CSOs a  ha e the illusio  that the  do ot 
need to worry about the government cutting down on space, it does need to be classed as an 

appropriate risk.  

Related to this is the politicisation of civil society space that exists which is specifically of concern at 

the i te atio al le el as so e states t  to state that CSO a e a pa t of este  i te e tio s  a d 
a e used as este  fo eig  poli  tools.  While this is spe ifi all  see  as a isk to CSOs 
internationally, it is also important for domestic actors depending on their topic to think of the 

potential risk which could be faced. 

The next challenge or threat to CSO is the rising level of Authoritarian Governments in Countries 

which have previously been supportive of civil society engagement as this leads to questions about 

the sustainability of CSOs across administrations and if major shock occurs is there a way for them to 

be able to carry on going as the administration can starve the organisation of its access and 

resources at times. But when this research was carried out a comment which was made was that 

We al a s ha e the s i gs i  go e e t, it is ot a e  thi k a d e e  ti e Civil Society survive. 

It is important for Civil Society to find their niche and adapt to the new system of government. This is 
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the thi g that akes the  ette .  This shows how CSO even though they are going through this 

period of challenge do have the possibility of rising out of it as a stronger organisation as it is 

i po ta t that the  pla  fo  the e e tualit  a d a  out a fo  of politi al o ito i g  to measure 

movement. 

The next challenge or risk facing CSO engagement in the policy cycle is that there is a level of citizen 

distrust or disengagement with politics and politicians in particular. This is particularly relevant as 

most issues are political so if there is distrust within the system then they may not be engaged with 

the issue they are trying to get the agenda set for. But a key feature of this could be that there is a 

lack of public knowledge of the processes which are used by citizens for the decision-making 

p o ess. So, the e is the at h twenty-two  situatio  ut this should ea  that government and 

institutions should put effort in to make sure that the public are knowledge how these democratic 

systems work.   

 

During this research, there was some decision makers that felt that NGO s a e isused  states in 

order to push for a certain agenda. Within this it is important that CSO are independent actors and 

that they are involved where there is relevance to have them involved and they can make a real 

impact. However, while CSOs agree that they should be independent actors, there was also a feeling 

that some States argue that a lot has been achieved already so states believe to continue pushing for 

further engagement opportunities for civil society there must be a number of conditions which must 

be agreed.  

 

The next external challenge facing CSOs being able to get their agenda out into the public domain 

and into policy makers position is the decline in respected journalism and the growth of distrust in 

media organizations due to the monopolization of them and by also the ever-growing influence of 

far-right views being reported through the stream. This point is of a challenge to organisations even 

he  the e is appa e t o - ias edia  as the e is e e  a le el of ias i  p ess. This auses issues i  
getting issues promoted when they may not e dee ed se  o  e iti g e ough to e ei e 
attention and all issues have to get some true public movement in order to be picked up by decision 

makers.  

Lastly, in the international system there is the challenge or situation which is regarding the political 

weight which an IO member state is willing to put behind organisations, especially where they are 

pushing for accreditation where they have been held previously. A greater discussion on this occurs 

further in this chapter.  

CSO Challenges (Internal) 

This section looks specifically at the challenges which CSO faces themselves internally and when 

developing strategic plans for the organisation. The first challenge that is faced by CSOs is that sector 

is e  ois  o  us , hi h is i  elation to that there are multiple organisations within the system 

focusing on that topic, so there is the competition to get the organisations agenda onto policy 

makers table. Furthermore, with an ever-increasing level of competition among CSO for policy 

makers agenda space there is the possible challenge that the CSO may not communicate in the 

correct manner with decision makers but also with all other key stakeholders. The reason why this is 

a challenge is due to the nature that if they communicated wrongly then decision makers are less 

likely to engage with the organisation which reduces the possibility of their agenda receiving the 

attention which it should have. 
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The next challenge facing CSOs is that there is conflict on ideas and the best way forward between 

CSOs but more importantly between CSOs within coalitions as there is always differences in opinions 

so this then causes potential challenges to CSOs engaging in policy engagement. 

There is also the important aspect of the CSO engaging with the public in their work to develop 

public support for the issue. However, this can cause further issues as the organisation may not be 

a le to t a slate i stitutio al issues i to kit he  ta le ideas  o  i  othe  o ds aki g the issue 
se  so it gets t a tio . A  e ample of this is raising the issue of genocide and developing public 

interest. It is important that organisations put some effort into publicity of their cause in a positive 

light while also being critical so that there is always the way to keep positive support and not overly 

make the public unhappy with campaigns. This is then connected to talking about issues while also 

being inspirational citizens and not creating a situation where organisations and too negative 

constantly as this then reduces the potential support from the public as they always feel that the 

issue is being given a negative light and not being aspirational.  

 

The next challenge facing civil society organisations is that there is an ever-increasing move of 

funding cuts both from the government and from the private/ philanthropy sector which is creating 

further challenges for organisations to be able to carry out their work, especially where it is not likely 

that they would receive any public support as discussed above. This lack of funding is self-

explanatory regarding the impact it would have on its work. A conceivable way of solving this issue is 

by diversifying their complete portfolio of work to have multiple streams of revenue. Furthermore, 

to this lack of funding, the funding which is available is now so heavily metric driven that there are 

such high demands and requirements on CSO to continuously report that this can take away the 

resource that is needed for the organisation to do its work. It is important to remember the human 

impact of these organisations work and at times this is more important than the metric impact. 

 

Following on from this there is the question about if civil society organisations have enough 

technical capacity and expertise to engage with all institutions and especially International 

Organisations. This is more specifically about them having the expertise to engage in the 

bureaucracy and working practices of its bodies. This is even more questionable when specifically 

discussing the capacity of smaller NGOs and if they can engage in all levels of decision makers. This 

specifically relates to if smaller NGOs who may have very beneficial ideas for the work of 

International Organisations for example but do not have the resources to have expertise to engage 

in IOs work. There is an immense importance that all levels of decision makers provide CSO as much 

information as possible about their working practices in order for them to be able to engage fully 

without the added pressure of needed to expel more resources. The first identified challenge which 

could be argued is in confliction to the previous chapters in this report is that CSOs may become too 

focused on their own states and not on the international situation. This is important as there may be 

an international discussion which is taking place which will affect state politics and if the 

organisation necessarily waits until it comes into force in the state then they may of missed out on a 

strategic benefit to their advocacy work.  

 

The final challenge for this section is all regarding the way that the organisation works on promoting 

their issue. The issue is the need for the organisation to make a decision between the branding of 

the organisation or the strategy of the organisations work. This is because as previously discussed 

there is a need for the organisations to make their issues a kitchen table issue or appealing, so 

organisations must decide what percentage of their finance they put to branding or advertising and 

then what they put to their formal work.  
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United Nations ECOSOC NGO Committee 

In continuation from Chapter 2 regarding engaging within in the international sphere and in 

particular at the United Nations, the best method was by receiving accreditation from the ECOSOC 

NGO Committee. This committee has been of interest throughout this report which is why it is being 

discussed further.  

There are a number of challenges associated with participation through this committee which have 

been recognised throughout by the international scholars. The first key challenge is that the member 

states domestic politics affects the way that they interact and view civil society actors. This is noted 

in positions that member states that have domestic policies of promoting civil society will transfer 

this to their membership of the committee, this is also evident for those who are unsupportive. 

Though this does provide CSO working internationally to easily identify states likely to be supportive. 

The next challenge facing participation in this committee at the international level is the fact that the 

CSO has to devote resources to this form of engagement as it has been previously noted that there is 

the need for continuous engagement rather than ad-hoc engagement and this obviously has a 

resource cost. This is important as CSOs are now facing ever more competing challenges internally 

for resources so CSOs have to deal with the opportunity cost scenario in this circumstance. This is 

deciding between influence versus operations. This concern may not be relevant to all organisations 

when their main aim of work is to advocate a change of policy.  

The final challenge which has already had attention brought of it throughout this report is the fact 

that many member states of the committee considers the topic or issue which the organisation 

works when thinking of accreditation. This is an identified challenge as certain topics such as 

Sepa atis ; Te o is ; Les ian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Rights; Freedom of 

E p essio ; a d Hu a  Rights  Bost ö , ;  a e all see  as o t o e sial issues as 
organisations which work in this area are constantly being deferred or objected by the committee. 

This can cause challenges to organisations working in this field who are trying to receive 

accreditation to the Human Rights Council to bring attention to the strategic importance of their 

topic and where there is inconsistency in the implementation of protecting individuals.  

When discussing this committee with international actors there is broad consensus that this 

committee needs to reform and become more accountable in its working methods to meet the 

international demand for an increase in openness and democratic standards across all IOs. There is a 

need for reform through placing term limits on membership of the committee so that the committee 

gets a large number of member states involved which more importantly means that that the number 

of states that support or oppose a particular view point will change. There is also a need for the 

committee to have clear guidelines of the processes of the committee and exactly how NGOs can 

engage with the work of the committee. 

 

Youth Participation 

As this report is especially interested in the way young people are engaged in the policy making 

process to get their voice heard, this section will specifically take note of the challenges which are 

associated with youth engagement ranging from physical barrier to the need to change the mind set 

of key stakeholders. While these challenges have been identified specifically for youth engagement 

many of these challenges can be extended to more general civil society engagement as well.  

The first main challenge is the decision maker by in to having young people involved in the policy 

aki g p o ess as ithout de isio  ake  u  i  the  the  o t liste  to a  suggestio s hi h a e 
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given. This is particularly prevalent when decision makers are used to traditional working methods 

and have never before engaged young people. This was specifically noted by one actor who stated 

so eti es [the e is] eal oppo tu it  fo  ha ge ut ele ted e e s do ot like the pote tial fo  
iti is .  While the e is o a  of sol i g this issue as e e  t ing to explain the positives of youth 

engagement is unlikely to sway them, there is still the ability to try and develop interest through 

newer decision makers to make some movement in to it. Connected to this challenge of engagement 

is that a power dynamic can occur between the young people and the adults especially within the 

actual organisation when there is a desire from the young people to lead forward ideas but the 

ultu al o s a  e ist hi h stop adults f o  taki g ou g people s ideas se iousl . This is 

something which has the potential of being addressed by breaking down the barriers and 

implementing a rolling basis so that both sides get develop good working relationships because it is 

key that young people are involved in decisions which affect them as supported by Article 12 of the 

UNCRC. 

Moving away from the relationship stage of having positive and engaging youth participation there is 

also some physical barriers which may stop this. The first one is the rural nature of much of Wales 

adds its own further challenges in the form of meetings, transport and even communication at 

times. This rural nature was also relevant in the case study countries visited on this research project 

with them specifically trying to mitigate this solution by travelling around to engage with the 

greatest number of young people and by also having the conversations remotely through social 

media and other fora where there is interest. This however relevant to the motivation for 

engagement as this then tends to dictate the amount of funding which is available as it can be costly 

to carry out group engagement. Where there may not be full funding there are times when young 

people are asked to contribute to covering some costs but the main emphasis all organisations have 

stated is that it is important to keep the cost to the minimum for the participants. Where there is the 

halle ge as ell is he e pa ti ipa ts a e ot ha ged ut go e e t fu di g is d i g up  all the 
same, there is a need for organisations to diversify their funding methods so that they act as much 

as a business in their organisation but without the profit maximisation effect.  

Compared to the financial situation regarding these organisations, there is also the fact that to have 

youth engagement in the policy cycle, you have to have young people to engage with which is a 

major issue as there is competition between departments. This is because youth engagement at 

times can be seen as the new and relevant thing to do, all of these departments are competing for 

roughly the same young people. Furthermore, this is important as there is a need to develop interest 

and understanding among young people about the ways they can get involved and what they can 

get out of it as young people are interested they may not know how to find out what is out there. 

Once there is young people interested in being involved, it is often important to have a limited 

number to ake the e gage e t p o ess a agea le, so the e is a eed fo  a  appoi t e t 
p o ess . Diffe e t o ga isatio s that were engaged with during the research project use a variety of 

different methods ranging from elections to simple application to a full public appointment process. 

Each method has their own positives and negatives to using the method which can influence the 

reason why they are used. Though what is important to note on this is that if a method is being used 

that is also used for other appointments in government then this can be less able to get young 

people engaged. This is particularly important if the official public appointment process is followed 

as this system can be very bureaucratic and not easy to understand for young people. This is then 

also important when the organisation is trying to get targeted groups engaged or represented on the 

body as the formal processes remove that type of information available during the application 

process.  
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The final aspect regarding the participants is the challenges which can be established regarding the 

ete tio  of ou g people i  these oles. While it ould t be right to necessarily have just the same 

young people engaged constantly there is still a need to have some level of continuation as 

otherwise there is an ever-constant need to rebuild knowledge and understanding which then 

impacts the organisation work and tends to take longer to be able to move on to more substantive 

policy discussion and to be able to have a greater beneficial impact.  While there is no 

straightforward way to manage or reduce this risk, the organisation should be designed to have 

some form of rolling basis so that there is still the possibility of some information being retained.  

The final challenge to involving young people in the policy engagement cycle is to make sure that 

there is true engagement and not just lip service provided to young people as when only lip service 

is given then this is not true engagement and thus ignores the idea about engagement and policy. 

This then leads to the idea that organisations need to be able to demonstrate the impact which they 

are having while also having meaningful engagement. A specific aspect of this is that there is an 

increased demand on organisations to provide impact data or outputs and not just the engagement 

which might not lead to tangible outcomes.  

This is the  also elated to the ep ese tatio  halle ge  of poli  ake s eedi g to de ide eall  
who the young people they have involved represent as it can be a small amount of young people 

otherwise giving a small level of views. However, where these young people represent a community 

or sector this then means they can bring more voices into the mix during any deliberations on future 

policy, thus making it more relevant to all and increasing the basis of accountability.  

Conclusion 

Overall, this chapter has provided an insight into some of the challenges which CSO face whether 

they are acting domestically or internationally, however the challenges discussed so far are not the 

only ones out there but it does show that civil society is going through ever greater challenges each 

year and there is a need to stand up to some of these challenges so that civil society can stay free. 

While there is a range of risks or challenges, a major one facing civil society space is the over 

politicisation of space which then has many larger dangers to it through the geopolitical aspects it 

has. This can then lead to removing of funding or cutting of access.  

Even though there are these external factors at play influencing access, the other major internal 

fa to  is the i po ta e of the o ga isatio  ei g a le to ake thei  issue a kit he  ta le  issue as 
these organisations will never be able to gain any amount of public support as without this many 

policy makers are less likely to see the attractiveness of a policy. 

Some of the challenges which have been discussed in this chapter are not fully relevant to UK based 

organisations but they have been included to the nature of shared learning to reduce the likelihood 

of that process being followed in organisations and methods.  
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Case Study 9: International Service for Human Rights 

 
The International Service for Human Rights is an independent, non-governmental organisation 

dedicated to promoting and protecting human rights. We achieve this by supporting human rights 

defenders, strengthening human rights systems, and leading and participating in coalitions for 

human rights change. Our theory of change is founded on a proven formula, supported by over 30 

years of research, frontline experience and a record of impact. 

ISHR achieves its impact in five ways which include empowering human right defenders, 

strengthening human rights laws and systems, promoting accountability for violations, securing 

implementation at the national level and building powerful partnerships for change.  

In relation to this research project the ISHR carry out fantastic work in relation to UNESCO NGO 

Committee and urging for further advances of NGOs but also in providing advice and guidance to 

those applying regarding best practice and other best methods for working. As well as providing 

advice and guidance, the ISHR co-hosts and run events urging for an improvement in human right 

defe de s situatio . 

Find out more: www.ishr.ch  

 

http://www.ishr.ch/
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Case Study : Pre ier’s Cou il o  Youth Opportunities  

The Premier's Council on Youth Opportunities is a permanent, advisory body to government. This 

advisory council has a membership of 25 youth, young professionals and other community leaders 

from a variety of cultures, communities and backgrounds. The council gives advice to the Premier 

of Ontario and the Minister of Children and Youth Services on issues affecting youth, including 

how the government can improve programs and services for youth. Council members also talk to 

youth in their home communities to help government initiatives better reflect the needs of all 

young people across the province. 

I pro i g out o es for outh ill o l  happen if we work together to address the challenges 

they face growing up in this province. As the council meets and engages with young people across 

Ontario, we are reminded of the importance of providing advice to shape how the government 

pursues its priorities. It’s a pri ilege to e part of this dialogue – I encourage others to take on this 

halle ge too!  - Muhammad Zaman, Member 

In Ontario, the  ha e a poli  alled Steppi g Up  a d Steppi g Sto es  which are their policies 

which involved young people in its development. Stepping up is the first-of-its-kind roadmap for 

Ontario that helps their government and partners, step up and do more. 

Within Stepping up they pay some particular emphasis about informing young people and others 

about youth rights and the importance of young people being able to have a say on things which 

affect them. This clearly shows that that there has been some thought into youth leading change. 

The Stepping Up document shows how there has been a strategic importance to involving young 

people in a variety of ways om service delivery.  

Find out more: www.ontario.ca/page/about-premiers-council-youth-opportunities  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ontario.ca/page/about-premiers-council-youth-opportunities
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Conclusion 
Involving CSO and Young People in the Policy making process require both a further engagement 

from those in civil society but more importantly greater engagement from those policy makers to 

engage with relevant organisations and to embed that learning in to their work. When  

This report has attempted to bring together information from the five main objectives which was to 

understand a range of factors from the challenges, the role of young people, motivation, examples 

of practice and understanding the impact of the UNCRC on organisations work. This report has 

helped to begin the discussion into answering many of the questions raised about the way that civil 

society can participate in the policy making process. However, it was not always simple to answer 

many of the questions due to the nature of the international system. 

It was generally clear that the motivation of policy makers to engage with CSO and young people I 

the policy making process at national level was largely down to the historic environment of the 

ou t  he e de isio  ake s a e t i g to ight a o g , ut at the international level it is much 

more the fact that these organisations can provide a first-hand account of what is happening. With 

CSO the key motivation is that there is the belief that decision makers should not be the only voice 

heard and that CSO have a lot to offer in terms of knowledge and expertise. 

This research Fellowship has presented several different methods which organisations use to engage 

with decision makers ranging from direct engagement with states, to raising issues by creating 

coalitions to work better together. It is difficult to identify key conclusions for methods except the 

recurring factor of the need for CSO to work together either in coalitions or just more informally to 

have influence, this is then followed by making sure that you make it targeted for those decision 

makers you are working with, whether this is a budget controller who would be interested in the 

cost implication or a politician who is interested in the impact it will have to their local constituency. 

Out of the considerable number of challenges which civil society actors face in completing their 

work, the recurring factors which play an important significance is that of lack of resource, followed 

by the over politicisation of the space they operate in and then finally it is about making an issue one 

which is widely discussed in the public sphere. Some of the issues discussed in the chapter can be 

resolved with some commitment from actors, however many of them would require a change in 

states foreign policy behaviour or a much wider commitment to external organisations in a time 

when many states are cutting non-essential spending. 

Many of the findings raised in this report allow for some further investigation on a UK context on the 

ways which UK civil society organisations can use the methods discussed to critically evaluate and 

think about the way that they carry out their work. From the recommendations presented in this 

report they solely focus on methods as this is where there are opportunities to make the greatest 

impact.   

Overall, this report has proved an insight into the policy making process and ways which civil society 

organisations can engage with decision makers. There is still more to learn about the most successful 

methods of engagement but there would be a need for greater access to be granted by those 

decision makers to gather further concreate data. For the findings in this report to gain traction 

there needs to be further engagement with policy makers and decision makers for them to realise 

the positive role that civil society has had in the policy making process. But this cannot be left to 

policy makers alone, there is the need for civil society groups to campaign to decision makers for 

further access.  
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Recommendations 
• Fo  a k o ledge hu  to e eated to support, share and publish, all organisation size, 

research for it to gain further traction.  

• For enhancements to be made of CSO using innovative technology (such as VR) to promote 

their agenda and to gain wider interest in the topic. 

• For the UK Government to consider and investigate ways of increasing the level of citizen 

and youth voices in its work with International Organisations. (e.g. through full commitment 

to the Youth Delegate Programme)  

• For the Government to investigate ways that Civil Servants can be utilised to support youth 

understanding and engagement in the policy process. 

• For institutions to provide information about their working practices in an open 

environment so that organisations are of the best ways to engage with those bodies.  
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